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 Grammar: Demonstrative pronouns and Interrogative pronouns

Demonstrative pronouns
(used to identify a noun or a number of nouns
that may be near or far in distance or time.)

Interrogative pronouns
(used to ask questions about person or object
that we do not know about.)

This: pointing a near person or a near thing
in distance or time. (for singular)

These: pointing a near set of things or
persons in distance or time. (for plural)

That: pointing a far person or a far thing in
distance or time. (for singular)

Those: pointing a far set of things or persons
in distance or time. (for plural)

What: used for thing (subjective/ objective
case) - What do you do?

Which: used for thing (subjective/ objective
case) - Which book are you reading?

Who: used for person (subjective case)
- Who is knocking at the door?

Whom: used for person (objective case)
- Whom did they invite?

Whose: used for person (possessive case) -
Whose house is that?

Exercise Exercise
Add an interrogative pronoun to complete
each question:

1/ ...........have you written in the notebook?
2/ ...........of these dishes do you like?
3/ ...........is your favourite cartoon character?
4/ With ........... did you play yesterday?
5/ ...........can speak French fluently?
6/............is your favourite pastime?
7/ ...........pet was that?
8/ ............colour do you prefer your shirt to
be?
9/ ..........one of the books is yours?
10/ To............should I address the letter?
11/ ............shoes are outside the front door?
12/ ............would you like to do tomorrow?
13/ ...........house should we go on Monday?
14/ To............was the package sent?
15/ ..........is the new student in the band?
16/ .........is the title of the poem that you
liked?
17/.............car is yours?
18/..............is you dog’s name?
19/ .............one of the sandwiches is hers?
20/ ..........birthday on December?


